Supply List
Figure Drawing
PMFA 456
Shalom Neuman, Instructor

- 18” x 24” newsprint pad (Strathmore 35lb)
- 18 “x 24 “ medium weight drawing pad (Strathmore 80 lb weight)
- Small Sketchbook - 8. 5 “ by 11 “ inch
- Vine Charcoal - Jumbo and Medium thickness (soft or medium weight)
- Compressed Charcoal - Square or Round (soft or medium weight)
- Pastels – Basic set of Chalk pastels (Nupastel or Rembrant brands are adequate)
- Erasers – One of each Kneadable and Plastic
- Pencils - Hb , 2 b and 6 b
- Sharpener or Craft knife
- Cardboard Portfolio to fit 18”x 24” can be purchased or homemade from sturdy card and tape
- Supply Box, to transport the above supplies to and from the studio

Some inexpensive additional items may be added to this list, as required, during the course.

N.B. If you already have supplies that are close to those listed above please use them, but ensure your paper is 18” x 24”. 